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For them, the sky is falling!

Such a powerful being was killed.

The magic medicine has also been robbed!

I don’t know who did it yet!

And this matter involves the affairs of the first forces in the past and

the first forces today.

Let them all suffer.

Soon there was an order from the forces behind them – let them find

out the murderer in the shortest possible time!

“Agents Blackhawk, go check it out immediately! Quick, as fast as you

can!”

Bureau Chief Smith immediately ordered.

The entire Sky Shield Bureau was dispatched one after another.

They may not be able to do this in terms of strength at present, but in

terms of information, they are definitely top notch.

“Let’s find Ye Junlin!”

The first thing that Black Hawk agents thought of was Ye Junlin.

Of course, I don’t think it was Ye Junlin who did it.

Rather, it has something to do with him.

The two sides were connected by a delicate relationship, so he was the

first to find Ye Junlin.

When the Black Hawk agents approached Ye Junlin, he was not only

stunned.

I still think I have time to find him.

I didn’t expect it to be delivered to my door.

“Have you heard that the magical medicine of the Great Summer

Doctor was taken away?”

Agent Blackhawk asked.

“Ok!”

Ye Junlin nodded.

“Looking for you to find out the specific situation…”

Agent Blackhawk said.

Ye Junlin directly admitted: “I killed people, and I robbed the magic

medicine. What’s wrong?”

“puff!”

Agent Blackhawk almost stumbled to the ground.

Just admit it?

Without any cover up?

Never thought that he would come to inquire about the situation, and

immediately met the righteous master.

“Are you still that strong now?”

The Black Hawk agent asked tremblingly.

Before the aura recovered, Ye Junlin was definitely an invincible

existence.

Hit everything with one punch.

But now, how could Ye Junlin be?

So many gods.

Ye Junlin didn’t even have aura lingering.

Still so strong?

“What do you think?”

Ye Junlin smiled.

Only then did the Black Hawk agents realize that Ye Junlin’s strength

was unfathomable.

Just like the forces behind the War Eagle Nation, it ignores any era.

At any time, they are above the world.

“If you don’t come to me, I will still find you!”

“There is a powerful existence behind your War Eagle Nation? It’s the

one I killed!”

Ye Junlin asked.

At this meeting, the Black Hawk agent nodded: “I also only found out

not long ago that since the establishment of the War Eagle Kingdom,

there is a behemoth behind it!”

Ye Junlin nodded: “Sure enough, the power behind you is very

powerful, and the resources are not lost to me!”

“Yeah, the force behind us ignores everything, and they are superior in

any era. The core technology of our Sky Shield and even the entire War

Eagle Kingdom is provided by them. Therefore, our technology leads

the world. so many!

Let’s put it this way, after the aura was revived, gods from all over the

world appeared one after another, putting all the technology in a

useless place. However, the technology of the Eagle Kingdom can still

compete with the gods, because I found that many of the devices of

the Sky Shield Bureau are actually motivated by aura.

But I don’t know much about it. My head of the game, Smith, should

know. ”

This is the same as what Ye Junlin guessed.

The sky-defying device that dealt with the Lord God Division back

then made him look stupid.

It really needs to be motivated by spiritual energy, otherwise it would

not have such power.

Hei Ying continued: “The most terrifying thing is that this force has

always been in the territory of War Eagle Country, but I can’t find it in

every corner!”

“Can’t find it at all?”

Ye Junlin said in surprise.

“Yeah, so I guess there is such a possibility! And it’s probably the case.”

Hearing what the Black Hawk agent said, Ye Junlin immediately asked,

“What is the possibility?”
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